
Our Achievement 
 

KS1 results (summer 2011) show improvements in every aspect and 
are well above targets: 
• Reading (level 2+) = 83% (target was 78%) and up 12% since last 

year, with level 3 21% (target 18%) 
• Writing (level 2+) = 76% (target was 75%) and up 9% since last year, 

with level 3 17% (target 11%) 
• Maths (level 2+) = 83% (target was 71%) and up 8% since last year, 

with level 3 21% (target 7%) 
 
In January 2011, 13% of Reception children were working at national 
expectations in Shape, Space and Measure. As a direct result of the 
work done with the practitioners 57% are now working at, or above, 
national expectations in this area. 
 
'Within all of the project work that has taken place this year, tasks set have been open ended, there have been no 
right/wrong answers and the children have planned what will happen next. 'This is being seen more and more of-
ten during normal lesson observations. Now in 50% of lessons children are up and about (previously this would have 
been approx 20%). You see a range of activities going on at once - they are doing different things, taking photo-
graphs, filming, going round the school with clipboards, recording in different ways - not all in a book. I see lessons 
outside.....Maths in the hall. They are using the environment and seeing the opportunities that it gives.' D. Newman 
(Head teacher) 
 
Staff are developing a real understanding of what creativity is; they now see it as a different approach. 86% of 
staff said that their practice and organisation within the classroom had changed over the last 3 years as a result of 
working with Creative Partnerships. 

The                       effect... 

Developing our own creative curriculum 
 

“The environment of the school has changed… the building… the feel of the building… 
the library… the Green Room.  There are more spaces to allow for creativity.                  
Everywhere has been de-cluttered and teachers are using spaces in different ways.  I’ve 
seen maths lesson in the hall, children off around the school take photographs, with  
clipboards… filming.  They are recording things in different ways - not all in textbooks.” 

Debbie Newman, Headteacher   

Corpus Christi Catholic Primary  
School, Coventry 

The Feedback 

“He's been talking nonstop about what he's been doing in school. I've had to take the afternoon off work to come 
to this!”                                                                                                                                                           Parent comment 
 

“The children are learning about things that excite and interest them. It has really allowed them to take their ideas 
and put them in place in the school; in their own classes.”                                                                 Teaching Assistant  

www.cre8us.org.uk 



“Mark (creative practitioner) said we couldn't use our hands or feet to connect. We had to think of different 
parts of our body. Our teacher says 'We don't know about it but we are going to find out' quite a lot”           Pupil 
 

“During the work they did in Yr 3 they were problem solving all of the time. We made a conscious effort not to 
tell them anything; we asked questions and encouraged them to think.”          Mark Worth (creative practitioner). 
 

“I feel that Creative Partnerships has really helped me to develop my own teaching and learning skills which in 
turn have benefited my children immensely”                                                                                            Year 4 teacher 
 

100% of children questioned felt that they were making more choices within their lessons and about their            
learning. When asked what was different about their experience in school this year, many children chose to 
mention that the work was more interesting. 98% of the children questioned were able to articulate specific      
differences about the way their teacher was approaching things this year including “Smiling more in class and 
being more funny” 
 

91% of staff said that their perceptions of their pupils learning had been changed as a result of working with 
Creative Partnerships. 

The Cre8us Effect …  
at Corpus Christi Catholic Primary School:  
‘Does the Shoe Fit?’ 

 

The main focus for the programme was to test how a rich and innovative, skills-based, creative curriculum can engage and 
excite both learners and teachers and what impact this approach has on standards. Staff wanted to develop their own    
curriculum which responded to pupils’ interests and increased pupil input to bring about an enriched learning environment. 
They also wanted to address parental aspiration, communication and experiences.  Children’s ideas were used in the     
planning of a new curriculum based on a 2 year cycle.  
 

In Nursery and Reception creative practitioners Tracie Farren (story-telling and performance) and Barbara Jones (visual arts 
and environment) used stories as the starting point for developing children’s ideas, interests and own stories ('Handa's Surprise 
and 'Wombat goes Walkabout'). Learning spaces (indoors and outdoors) were created with mostly natural and recycled 
materials by the children, artists and staff to develop children’s ideas and stimulate their language and curiosity. Through the 
story-telling/drama children imagined and met different characters and took on role-play as those characters, developing 
their confidence and expressive skills.  Learning took place about the countries where the original stories were set - Kenya 
and Australia. Children explored differences and similarities with these countries and home and used visual art from the 
countries as  inspiration for further ideas and materials explorations with clay, paint, print, 3D, photography, collage,                
projected light, movement, music and songs. Parents had a good deal of involvement during this particular  project: A letter 
and photocopy of 'Handa's Surprise' went home informing them of what was happening and asking if they could share the 
book with their child. Translators were on hand to translate the language for any parents who couldn't speak/read English. 
They were asked to create a map with their child showing Handa's journey and 30 out of the 50 children brought something 
in (a normal response would be in the region of 6 children). Many of the families had gone to the library to get the book so 
that they could see the colours. 
 

Yr 3 worked with Highly Sprung (performance) focusing on ‘Rainforests’. They identified the location of rainforests and made 
human maps, looking at properties and devising poems. They investigated the homes and the people within rainforests, 
building an English home then one in The Amazon. They researched animals and     produced a podcast and a perform-
ance piece around the story of The Amazon River, sharing this performance with the whole school and parents. 
 

Sarah Worth from Highly Sprung worked in Yr 2 on a short animation project. The film later went on to win first place in the 
Coventry Digitial Animation Awards (KS1). 
 

Storyteller Katrice Horsley focussed on storytelling/writing in Yr 1 but also modelled techniques to whole staff through a         
workshop/CPD event and to great effect during a whole school assembly. Children across the whole school were totally      
engaged in the storytelling.  
 

Pupils were at the heart of all the projects. The Corpus Christi Creative Council (CCCC) was developed and helped to          
formulate a set of questions aimed at determining what the causal effects of the programme had been - with the main         
focus being 'What's different in your school?' The Creative Agent supported them to discuss at length what needed to be 
investigated; they suggested wording, refined questions, clarified their understanding and then designed the format (large 
visual charts). Role play was then used to give them the skills necessary to assist their peers with the process. Some questions 
asked for a simple 'yes' or 'no' others elicited longer answers. Random children were selected in years 4, 5 and 6 to answer 
the questions. The children took their role very seriously and demonstrated excellent articulation and sensitivity when they 
were interviewing their peers. They had confident use of body language and demonstrated sensitivity 
when eliciting answers. 
 

Corpus Christi Primary School have worked with Creative Partnerships since 2008; Creativity has         
become much more embedded throughout the school now. 

How to find out more… 
     Tel:      024 7670 7665 
     Email: info@cre8us.org.uk 

Project title: ‘Does the Shoe fit?’ 
Creative Agent: Lesley Whelan 


